TEMPORARY SCOUT PATCH

This program is designed to encourage an interest in art through a museum visit. Scouts will complete the following requirements either during or after a docent-led tour.

1. Participate in a guided tour of the museum.

2. Identify five different natural materials used by Native Americans in making their tribal art.

3. Choose three objects (painting, sculpture, document or artifact) and record a description of each one, the person who created each one, and the gallery in which each is located.

4. Learn about four different types of media used in creating art.

5. Find a work of art that gives you strong feelings. Record the name of the piece and your emotion about it, and then share this information with your group.
INSTRUCTION FOR SCOUT LEADERS

- Scouts from second grade (or seven years old) and above are eligible to earn the Gilcrease Museum Patch. (Leaders may want to consider using this visit to meet requirements for merit badges related to the museum’s permanent collection. It will be necessary to use the self-guided approach for merit badge work since formal tours have not yet been developed by the museum.)
- Reservations for the Scout Patch Tour must be made three weeks prior to the tour date by calling Donna Gainey, Volunteer Services Coordinator, at 918-596-2782. Request this tour by name when booking.
- A confirmation will be emailed to verify your tour. The docent assigned to lead you will make contact by telephone or email 2-3 days prior to the tour.
- Please arrive promptly.
- Notify the museum immediately if a cancellation of the tour is necessary.
- Every 10 scouts must have at least one adult leader who will stay with that group at all times.
- Scouts may use note paper and pencils in the galleries to help them complete patch requirements. It will be the responsibility of the Scout leader(s) to determine appropriate responses to patch requirements based on information given by the docent.
- The cost of each patch is $4.95. Indicate the number of patches desired when booking your tour and they will be held for purchase and pick-up in the Museum Shop following completion of patch requirements.

We make every effort to provide your group with an informative and enjoyable museum experience.

The museum is open Tuesday through Sunday, 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The park area to the north of the museum is open from Sun-up to Sun-down for hiking and picnicking. No outdoor toilet or refreshment facilities are available.
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